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Driving Too Fast

A hard-charging, 40-year-old executive was leaving work,
late again. For weeks, his wife had requested that he try to
make it home for a hot meal with their three kids before the
children got ready for bed. The request didn’t seem too
unreasonable, but for some reason it was very difficult for
the CEO husband to be consistent with this basic level of
commitment during this period of his life.

The husband was leading a national company that had a lot
of moving parts, employees, and investors. Outside of the
normal business he was also in the middle of a possible
acquisition, while at the same time working on divesting a
portion of the company. Needless to say, his mind was
elsewhere for months, as he juggled calls with attorneys
and partners, while also managing the day-to-day.
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On many occasions the husband would text his wife to say
he was on his way home, which was partially true. His stall
tactic was pulling in to his neighborhood swim/tennis parking
lot to finish up his phone calls before making the final 500 feet
to his house. The texts would keep piling in from his wife,
“Where are you?” His “almost there” reply made him feel as
if he was being truthful. But it was her inevitable, frustrated
response, “We are eating without you,” that prompted him to
end the call with the attorney, pull into his driveway and make
his way inside, always with an apologetic monologue to his
family and a shoulder shrug to his wife. “It’s been crazy busy,”
he would casually mutter.

The problem is that this event was not a one-time
occurrence; it was becoming a habit, or rather a pattern.
His über-patient wife was sincere in her desire to simply be
together for at least an hour or so a day, since life’s schedule
had been equally crazy for her with their three children. As the
husband grabbed his plate with haste, the comment from his
wife made him shudder—“We need to talk!”

Dinner was not pleasant as the busy father faked his way
through the conversation with the kids, while juggling
thoughts of a possible tiff with his wife, along with the
continued pressures of the work that needed to be completed
that evening.

Once the kids were down for the night, the guilty husband
staggered into their sitting roomwith a soft-spoken, “Hey,” to
his irritated but persistent wife.

“This has got to stop,” she started. “Every single night I feel as
if I am battlingwith you to simply be consistent. You tell me you
will be home at a certain time and then it changes,” she shared.
“Why is it so hard to do what you say you are going to do?”
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Hearing that last comment hurt the husband. She was
definitely right. He would tell her he would be home at one
time and then miss it completely. In his mind, he would
apologize and promise to do better, which was his pattern. She
continued to plead her case, as this appetizer of facts was setting
the tone for the entrée of frustration and truth telling.

As he began to respond with a litany of excuses, she held
up her hand and said, “Wait.” Time seemed to slow and it
threw the husband for a loop as his mind raced to think about
what to say next. She continued, “The real issue is this. When
you are with us, you are not really with us. It’s like work is
consuming you, and you never turn off.”

“Ouch!” he thought.
“Do you know that when you are with the kids, they are

only getting the obligated father-talk version of you? You’re
going through the motions, doing what you are supposed to
do, but not engaging with them, with the real you.” She spoke
this truth clearly and emphatically. She was being honest with
her tone and words in order to state the reality with hopes of a
deep conversation that would lead to a change in their family
dynamics.

He knew she was right, but most men do not want to
feel scolded.While his first internal thought was, “I know, you
are so right,” his defensiveness and pride supplanted any
attempt to respond to her frustrations with remorse. He felt
judged and misunderstood as thoughts began to emerge in his
head: “She doesn’t know how much I have on my plate.
Doesn’t she know how hard I am working to provide for the
family?”

His mind caused him to not be present for the last half of
her diatribe. He knew he had hurt her, but his irrational mind
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began creating a defensive wall, and soon he began to lob an
emotional tirade back to her to justify his actions.

“Do you really not know what I have been doing?” he
jabbed. “I have been working my tail off on an acquisition that
could change our life forever. Don’t you realize what this
could mean for our family?”Hewent on like a defense lawyer,
stating, “I need your support, not your judgment. It feels like
you are not here for me.” The husband did his best to counter
her argument with a personal attack to cause her to retract her
statements.

What it caused, instead, were tears. She walked away
wounded, as her hopes for responsiveness from her husband
were discarded and replaced with embellishment and irrational
arguments. The husband paced around his home office steam-
ing, as he tried to justify his words. A feeling of deep regret
settled over him as he realized the pain he had inflicted. In his
heart, he knew that he was an idiot and that she was right, but
he used the moment to defend himself instead of solving
the issue.

Does any of this sound familiar to you? Any of you ever
experienced this first hand?

I know this story well, because this defensive, pride-filled
CEO/husband was actually me (Jeremie), and I am at times a
master of turning my wife’s truth into needless drama.

What I should have said was, “Wow, I am so sorry. I know
that I have promised to be home on time, but I keep missing
my mark.” That would have soothed some of the frustration.
If I had communicated correctly and honestly, she would have
heard me continue with this: “I know that my mind has been
stuck on work a lot lately. There is just so much going on with
the acquisition and divestiture. Honestly, I really need help.
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I feel overwhelmed and could use your voice in my life to help
me think through all of this and plan our days and my work
more effectively.”

That, my friends, would have turned an irritated wife into
a helpful partner. Instead, I turned a frustrated wife into a
frustrated, exasperated wife! Not good.

Running People Over

The episode I just recounted is indicative of most leaders and
married couples that I know. Can you relate?

Miscommunication exponentially grows with busy lives,
the consumption of technology, the pressures of work, and the
desires and expectations of raising healthy families or having
good friendships. And these issues are not only synonymous
with married couples. Most adults I know struggle with
managing tasks, friends, family, and personal entertainment.
Each of you could surely add your own story either personally
or stories from others in your life or business and how difficult
it has been to stay connected and be truly present.

It is not that we want to run people over, and yet we often
do.We drive 50miles an hour in a 20mile-an-hour speed zone
without being aware. People tend to be consumed by schedules
and agendas and often run right over those we care about the
most. When someone feels the pressure of a deadline or fears
the roar of a boss’s voice, it is natural to shift focus to alleviating
the immediate concern rather than focus on our long-term
relationships. The urgent pressure trumps the important rela-
tionshipsmost of the time,which tends to steal, kill, and destroy
our presence to those we are closest to most of the time.
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Conversely, whenwe are fully present at the right place and
right time, those we are with get our best. At our best we can
normally meet the needs of those we love, help others with
anything they need, and bring health into work cultures or the
home. In her appeal, my wife was actually honoring me. She
was basically saying, “Jeremie, we love you, but we are not
getting the real you. You are amazingwith our kids, but work is
stealing you away fromwhat we need in our family right now.”

I was running over my family because of the pressures of
work and the new habits I had formed as it related to work
without the ability to turn it off. People run over other people
when they are not present or focused on the person or people
they are with in the moment. This is where most influence is
undermined as people get tired of getting run over. Eventually
people move away from those who are not present to others
who have more life and less drama.

Social Miscues

Social miscues happen everyday. Do you know that guy who
is always on? He wakes up early and sends a few zinger emails
to rattle the cages of those he works with? When he gets to the
office, instead of offering a “Good morning” to his team, he
asks, “Did you get my email?” This is the guy who never turns
off at work or at home. And he does not normally realize this
fact; he just consistently runs people over with his incessant
task-driven approach to life.

“You are talking about me,” some of you might say. “You
just described my husband,” others are thinking.
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This is not solely a work issue. We see it every day in social
settings as people tire of the social miscues of bosses, co-
workers, neighbors, school parents, friends, and family.

What about the person who is always talking about the
kids—I mean always. They incessantly share every detail with
anyone who is in front of them, focused on the story more
than the work. The obviously stuck listener works diligently
to lay hints that they need to go without any reception from
the child-obsessed talker.

“That is definitely my sister,” some of you chuckle. “I
know a dozen of these people,” others say.

The majority of people are not aware of their social
awkwardness and give little time to thinking about what
gear the other person is in while they are talking. People
don’t mean to run each other over, but the truth is that we can
all have moments when we are in a different gear than the
other person. Our minds can easily get stuck in work mode or
kid stories or random thoughts and we can, unknowingly, run
others over with our chatter and self-absorption.

Everywhere we look,
people show their lack of
social competency.Whether
it is speaking at the wrong
time, failing to listen to those
speaking directly to them, or
ignoring the most obvious
social hints, unawareness is pandemic.

It usually gets worse in the office environment. Some
leaders become different people the moment they walk into
an office setting. For some they shift into the “dominator”

We can all have moments of
disconnection when we are in
a different gear than the other

person.
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mode as they bark orders, forget about an employee’s
birthday, or send emails that would make their mother
blush.

Recently I heard a story about a chairman sharing his
desire to improve company culture at a board meeting.
When another executive began asking some probing ques-
tions about his thoughts, the chairman swiveled and
responded in absolute terms that no one should question
his authority to get things accomplished. His tantrum was
preposterous to everyone but the chairman. The executive
had just been blasted in front of all the others. You could see
the singe marks on his suit as his blushing cheeks showed his
embarrassment. The rest of the executives went back into
hiding in their shells of protection to make sure that never
happened to them.

Whether it is a young teenager behind a register talking on
a cell phone to a friend at work, or one family member asking
awkward questions to another, social miscues are embarrassing
and infuriating and cause disconnection.

You can actually sit in an airport or a restaurant or an office
and find dozens of examples of social awkwardness. While
some people are truly born with social and relational dys-
function, others are simply either lazy or too busy to stop and
notice. Lazy people have given up on self-improvement,
personal growth, or relational connectivity. That leaves the
majority completely unaware because they are in too much of
a hurry to stop, analyze, and change. When a person’s agenda
is the driving force of their life, then they are going to run over
people most of the time unless they learn to use their brakes
and downshift.
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Disconnections

This social behavior creates disconnections, which lead to the
consequences of fighting, discord, and an overall lack of
harmony in relationships, both personally and professionally.
All of these issues cost organizations and people as these
disconnections breed drama and frustration. So what causes
these disconnections and how can you avoid them? Why do
some people have the ability to connect while others have the
distinction of being disconnected most of the time?

The guy who walks up to you in a social setting but looks
beyond you to find out who else is in the room. That is a
disconnection. What about the woman who is constantly
hinting at something without stating her true expectations?
That is a disconnection.

Humans crave connectivity. We have to have it in order to
thrive and exist, regardless of introversion or extroversion. And
though we desire to be connected, we have certain life expe-
riences, hardwiring in our personalities, and histories of personal
choices that have shaped our ability to connect appropriately or
otherwise struggle through painful disconnection.

Connectivity is about time, settings, people, places, and
motive. It is not as simple as being somewhere physically, but is a
combination of emotions, physical connection, spiritual cog-
nizance, and mental apti-
tude. This understanding is
a practical view of improving
the quality of our lives and
leadership through the art
and science of connectivity.

Connectivity is directly related to
peace, productivity, and personal

happiness.
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When you connect deeply with someone, there is such a
peace of mind and sense of gratitude that occurs. And to have
this type of connection, you and I must learn how to be still
and present in the moment. Conversely, when we disconnect
we oftentimes do not realize it unless someone confronts us,
which tends to bring up defensive pride in the same way it did
with me in communicating with my wife. Therefore, one
person can experience deep joy most days because they are
intentional and aware of their connectivity, while another
person goes along on their way wondering why people won’t
respond to them or acted funny at their last meeting.

Social disconnections affect relational dynamics in all
phases of life. I am amazed how many people live in social
quagmires with others. People seem to have uncanny tolerance
for dysfunctional relationships—allowing family members or
close friends to get away with despicable actions in order to
“keep the peace.” This happens often in the work environment
where a high-performing employee is not held accountable to
socially acceptable behavior because they are a valued contribu-
tor either financially or intellectually. Connectivity is directly
related to peace, productivity, and personal happiness.

Let’s take a connectivity inventory here to ask ourselves
where we currently are when it comes to emotional intelli-
gence and relational connectivity:

■ How are your relationships right now with your family
(spouse, kids, siblings, or parents)? Are you connecting
with them, running over them, or disengaging entirely?

■ Do you have friends that you are pouring into by adding
value to their lives or if we interviewed them would they
tell us that you are consumed with your agenda/schedule
and simply put up with you because they are loyal?
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■ How connected are you to those you work with? Do
they spend time and energy to work or walk around you
or are you socially connected to them in a healthy way?

■ Do you feel like you have the capability to be present
with people or are you consumed with social media and
other distractions?

The majority of people don’t want to run over other
people, but it has simply become commonplace. Patterns are
created because there are no checks or balances in the lives of
busy leaders. We need others who are willing to hold up the
mirrors to show us what it is like to be on the other side of
ourselves. If we are not connected, please, someone, tell us.

The key is to know yourself, your tendencies and patterns,
so that you can lead yourself to act in a manner worthy of your
values and to meet the needs of those around you for their
benefit as well as yours. Instead of running people over, not
being present, and disconnecting we are going to help you
establish a new way of living, leading, and connecting.

Before we get to the solution, though, it is important to
understand the implications of living a life where your speeds
are unchecked and where people are being run over every day.
We really want you to see the consequences of your actions
when you are not present with those most important to you,
and the ramifications of not being aware of your social miscues
and your rampant disconnection and how that affects your
work, your organizations, and friends or family. Only then
will you get to a place where you can truly change.

If you can take a good look in the mirror, vis-à-vis this
book, and see that you have broccoli in your teeth, then
maybe we can convince you, and help you, to take it out
yourself. When people begin to see that you are working on
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yourself, to become someone that others want to follow,
not someone they have to follow, then they will begin to
respect you in new ways. Your influence will expand and you
will begin to see that people will pull from you instead of run
from you.

Our goal is to help you not hit a wall in your relationships,
but rather help you have a real breakthrough that will change
the way that you interact with others for the rest of your life.
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